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Abstract— Creating autonomous agents capable of assessing
risk-to-safety trade offs in uncertain environments is a key bar-
rier in modern autonomous robotics, preventing autonomous
agents from safely operating in the real world. As real world
observations are noisy and robots must frequently operate
with incomplete state information, autonomous agents must
infer and predict future states of other agents, including non-
cooperative and competitive agents. Safe planning and decision
making under these conditions remains an ongoing challenge
in autonomous robotics. This work investigates enabling au-
tonomous agents to develop risk awareness under novel human
agent behaviors in a competitive two player racing game
through simulation in order to explore prediction of non-
cooperative agent’s future actions and adaptation to change
in an agent’s strategy. In contrast with traditional work, which
often relies on simplified models of agent processing, this work
begins initial modeling of dual agent reasoning and outlines an
initial approach and human trials for benchmarking risk levels.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern autonomous robots struggle to operate alongside
humans while ensuring physical safety. With the increasing
integration of autonomous robots into real-world and human-
centric spaces, the need to safely interact and predict other
agent’s actions has become critical to enabling robots to
further deploy into multi-agent environments. Current lim-
itations of safety based methods include trade offs between
performance and provably safe methods alongside often
strong assumption to guarantee safety or performance [1]
[2] [3]. In addition, methods in multi-agent decision making
struggle with limited ability to interpret nonverbal cues
[4] [5] and difficulty of predicting future actions in noisy
and partial state information environments [6] [7]. Finding
safe and high performance frameworks that overcome these
limitations remains an open challenge.

In cases of autonomous driving, autonomous agents inter-
act with dynamic observations and often need to make quick
decisions to achieve real-world success. To model strategic
behavior between agents and handle inherit uncertainties
in real world autonomous driving, several game-theoretic
approaches have been introduced. These games include non-
cooperative models of multi-agent games[8], Stackelberg
games in which decisions are made in a leader-follower style
[9][10], and stochastic [11]. These methods have allowed for
initial work and analysis in competitive strategic games such
as lane merging, handling intersections, and racing.

Fig. 1: The Trackmania racing environment with two op-
ponents side by side with the simulated robot policy (left)
and human player (right). Two opponents are trained in
series using Soft Actor Critic (SAC) policy to create an
adaptive and risk aware racing policy which competes with
novel human inputs at test time. Top: The simulated starting
configuration of both agents with robot (left) and human
(right). Bottom: The deployed robot policy and human policy
during training.

While earlier game-theoretic models have created models
for rationality and behavior modeling, additional work in
multi-agent machine learning has been used to learn inherent
rewards and adapt to changing observations. While policies
learn through trial and error and do not have strong safety
guarantees, multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL) ap-
proaches have potential to adapt to novel observations, gener-
alize to novel scenarios, and handle high uncertainty through
domain randomization. In order to explore the added benefit
of risk awareness and adaptive MARL methods, this work
introduces a novel, Kalman inspired, MARL framework for
predicting future agents actions, incorporating dual agent risk
awareness, and adaptation to novel strategies.



To quantify safety to performance trade offs and high
uncertainty of returns, initial research in utilizing risk to
robotic safety have been explored. While risk has long been
explored in the context of finance for over two decades [12],
recent work has introduced risk to autonomous robotics for
collision avoidance. Prior methods have evaluated risk met-
rics under high uncertainty [13], robustness to perturbations
[14] [15], and comparisons of risk limitations through axioms
[12]. These works have laid the foundation for modeling risk
awareness in interactive agents.

Prior work in autonomous racing has been explored both
in simulation and real world. Prior simulation methods
have utilized game-theoretic approaches in combination with
model-based controllers and learning to race through rein-
forcement learning methods [16]. While current methods are
largely based in simulation, the recent advent of the Indy
Autonomous Challenge has allowed initial racing methods
to be deployed to real albeit via a single agent today [17].

This work aims to address these challenges in competitive
multi-agent racing games through learning non verbal cues of
human players to inform a risk aware reinforcement policy.
By modeling both agents as risk aware and rational, this
work explores how predicting human actions can inform risk
to safety tradeoffs while maintaining competitive policies.
In addition, this work aims to explore the application of
a Kalman inspired framework to explore more accurate
predictions of an opponents future actions and risk alongside
adaption to changes in opponent behavior.

II. RELATED WORKS

Prior work on autonomous vehicle racing traditionally
focus on game-theoretic methods, however recent approaches
have shifted towards multi-agent reinforcement learning
methods. Methods include human data collection to inverse
learn rewards in combination with dynamical systems model-
ing [18], mutli-agent game formulations through Stackelberg
[19] or Stochastic games [20], and initial methods in multi-
agent racing [21]. These approaches have shown learning
competitive behaviors is possible but often do not take
into account safety-to-risk trade offs for multi-agent games.
These methods also often lack adaptive behavior to changing
strategies or dynamic risk tolerances.

Multi-Agent Safety Recent methods in human-robot
safety have largely adopted probabilistic models of agent
behavior to predict future actions with two main camps
of thought: provably safe and approximately safe. While
provably safe methods offer safety guarantees, the resulting
framework is often overly conservative with large trade offs
in performance [22]. In Li et al. A provably safe motion
planner was deployed to safely dress a human using a
robotic arm. However, this method relied on changing the
definition of safety to include collision safe which boosted
performance. Similar work in provably safe methods often
rely on reachability analysis [23], [24] with often strong
assumptions on agent behavior or distribution shift detection
methods for single agents [14]. While approximately safe
methods lack guarantees, they allow more flexibility in

human modeling and are not overly conservative. In Fisac
et al. [25], real-time model confidence was used to shift the
predicted human action distribution based on how rational
the person behaved. Similar statistical models have been used
with success across crowd navigation [26] and autonomous
driving with high success [27].

Risk Several risk metrics exist for measuring risk to re-
ward trade offs. However, when transferring risk profiling to
robotics, some risk metrics have competitive advantages due
to inherent properties such as Subadditivity and Monotonic-
ity [12]. Risk assessments which meet these properties well
include Entropic Value at Risk [28] and Conditional Value
at Risk (CVaR) [29]. Prior work in risk aware autonomous
driving have used varying definitions of how to measure risk,
including exceeding safety bounds with uncertainty [30],
agent interaction [20], and probability of loss [31]. This work
utilizes CVaR due to its interpretability and meeting desired
axiom properties.

Competitive Racing Autonomous racing has taken off in
recent years with advancement of multi-agent reinforcement
learning methods and game-theoretic deployments. Multi-
agent racing frameworks have used constrained dynamic
potential games [32], reinforcement learning methods [33],
and iterative best response [16] to improve performance. Wu
et al. [34] combined risk awareness with reinforcement learn-
ing using reshaped rewards to encourage exploration. This
paper extends current setups through simulating extending
both agents with risk awareness. In addition, this ongoing
work seeks to add adaptability to novel strategies through a
Kalman inspired framework [35].

III. METHODOLOGY

Fig. 2: The custom race track for testing two player races.
Both agents start on the fir right hand corner and end on the
left hand side. The track is designed to be wide enough to
compete but with tight corners for testing risk awareness.

To test and deploy risk-aware policies, a deterministic
racing game, Tackmania, with physics real simulation fea-
tures for vehicle drift, performance across variable track
environments (i.e. ice, dirt, gravel), and acceleration and
deceleration was chosen. This is a popular racing game with
deterministic physics, allowing for replays of the same input
output pairs. As Trackmania is intended for single agent races
or multi-agent without collisions, the game was adapted with



Fig. 3: The first person view of human and robot players. The
Trackmania gym environment is equipped with both lidar or
image training for observations.

a custom plugin to send state information of both players and
added a collision plugin which created simulated collision
physics. A custom race track was created in order to allow
space for two agents to race side by side. In order to train
the policy, a Trackmania gym environment through TMRL
[36] was adapted for two player gymnasium training and
then transferred to the racing game environment once initial
success benchmarks were met for testing. This open source
framework allows for visual observations and initial open
source testing against additional players with available online
competitions for bench marking algorithms.

The objective is to create a racing policy that can operate
under minimal state information of a human player and
reliably compete against a human opponent with awareness
of risk to safety tradeoffs. To accomplish this, a Kalman-
inspired method is used, predicting the opponent’s risk, adap-
tation value, and future actions, correcting these predictions
based on actual robot actions, and feeding these predictions
into a policy trained on simulated two-player games.

Starting with the robot player, the framework takes in
a state history of past states of both players. This history
is then passed to a neural net ϕ which outputs an initial
estimate of the opponents future risk c, updated state (x̄H),
and adaptation value α. These are summed together with
the correction parameter from the module ζ. The adjusted
predicted future state, history of states, and adjusted risk
and adaptation parameters are passed into the base policy for
training. The policy outputs an action for the robot and the
state of the robot is then updated in sync with the output from
the human policy. The updated value and the prior expected
value for the human state are finally passed to the ζ module
which outputs an antipated correction for each term given
the last outcomes.

In order to train a robot policy that will not overfit to
limited human player runs, a simulated player is created
for training. Similarly, the simulated human player takes
in a history of the past states of both players. Φ then
outputs the estimated risk and future state of the robot.
However, the adaptation value is not given to the human
as it is assumed humans are risk aware but not predictive
of change in opponents. The estimated risk and estimated
future state of the robot are passed to a base policy which
outputs the human’s action. This allows direct comparison
in performance of the human framework and additional
modules of the robot framework. At deployment, a real
human faces the robot.

For the first loop of the framework, an initial guess of the
opponent’s future state, risk, and estimated change in risk
are given based on average values from human two player
trials. This is passed to the base policy with no change from
ζ. The base policy then outputs a first action for the robot.
Likewise, for the human policy, initial risk and future state
of the robot are set. The same process also occurs for the
simulated human agent.

Policies are trained using curriculums on risk thresholds
and varying adaptation (reflected as change in risk) for the
human opponent. Φ is trained through collected two player
human racing trials which manually compute the CVAR risk
value, change in risk a, and record the future action at each
time step. Phi is trained with MSE on each value. Once
accurate values of Φ are output, the base policy is then
trained for both human and robot pairs. The polciies train
in sequence with the curriculum on the human player. After
a stable base policy is created with high performance, the
policy is frozen and the neural net module ζ is trained to
output corrections on the outputs of Φ.

During training, the robot and simulated human model is
trained with an estimated position of both players, estimated
velocity of the human opponent, and simulated lidar inputs
in order to create a policy that can work with limited
information. The policy trains with domain randomization
on these observations with increased randomization range
over time for each measurement as training continues.

Risk Measurement In order to calculate risk of each
agent a history of the past 5 actions are analyzed using
Conditional Value at Risk. Using a confidence threshold of
.90 in order to evaluate the worst 10 percent of potential
outcomes. P(x) represents the probability distribution of a
given return. Var represents the value at risk. For computing
an initial probability of return is computed by the progress
along the track minus the safety cost of inter agent distance
and proximity to racetrack boundaries. The probability of
return is estimated from distance of the agent to boundaries
and inter agent distance.

CV aR =
1

1− c

∫ V aR

−1

xp(x) dx (1)

Rewards The reward of the human and robot are modeled
as the same but with different observations, where the robot



Fig. 4: The policy for Human and Robot Players side by side. Φ and ζ are neural networks which output risk, adaptation,
and predicted oponent state and change in these values respectively.

has an additional input of expected adaptation of the human
player. This allows the robot to anticipate change in risk for
novice players throughout the game and account for change
in strategy. The base reward can be computed as R

R =

maxepochs∑
n=0

T (xr, xh)− S(xh, xr, x̄o) + I(xr, xh, x̄o)

(2)
Here the track reward, T(), rewards the agent for distance

along the track and distance ahead of the human player where
xr and xh represent the robot and human state respectively.
Using centerline points placed evenly cross the track, the
closest point is returned as the current robot and human’s
distance. T() returns the initial distance of the robot plus the
value between these two distances.

The safety cost is returned based on the anticipated future
action of the opponent, current state of both players, esti-
mated velocities, and risk. Players at a high speed have a
high cost associated scaled by the agents risk for the taken
action. Additionally, the safety cost for the distance between
agents and distance to the racetrack boundaries is modeled
through a sigmoid curve where agents close together have a
higher cost than agents farther apart. This is also scaled by
the risk of the taken action. Lastly, the difference between
the opponent’s expected position, x̄o, and the agents position
is taken and scaled. The sum of these factors complete the
safety cost.

Lastly, an information reward is given which takes in the

state of both players and the opponent’s expected reward.
This returns a reward for the accuracy of the predicted
value of the opponent’s state in order to encourage slight
exploration and information gain of the output action.

Curriculum In order to train the robot policy, risk and
change in risk parameters are kept at a constant average at
initialization. Upon winning half or more of 50 consecutive
races, the human policy increases in range of risk thresholds
and change in risk for each episode. This continues until a
maximum bound of risk aversion, a policy which tries to get
as far from the robot as possible while achieving the goal,
and aggression, a policy that does not care about the robot’s
safety, are met.

IV. INITIAL RESULTS

As this work is in progress, all results are preliminary and
remain ongoing. Thus far, two main components have been
completed including an initial survey of human two player
races for analyzing the role of risk used to create benchmarks
to test the trained policies on and initial training of a robot
and human policy.

Initial Human Trials In order to find initial measures for
curriculum training and methods to benchmark the policy,
50 unique human opponent runs were recorded with full
state information. Through evaluating human runs from two
player opponents, closely tied races showed signs of similar
risk values and similar changes in risk. Races typically
resulted in leveling out at a constant risk threshold. New
players often had continuously changing risk (increasing) as



opponents learned controls and learned aggressive driving.
This indicates risk is a good metric for encouraging diverse
behavior and may be useful to better predict future agent
actions.

Fig. 5: Examples of the calculated CVaR for a two player hu-
man v. human games. New players and continually changing
risk level and close matches resulted in similar risk over time
profiles. Top Left: Two players with risk levels increasing
throughout the game as speed increases until the which level
out. Bottom Left: Players risk levels during a match witch
start initially close and then separates out. Top Right: Two
novice players with continually increasing risk resulting in
a very close match. Bottom Right: A match with two new
players with increasing risk but the more aggressive agent
wins the match.

Initial Training Thus far, an initial policy has been
deployed for both human and robot players and trained
in simulation. Fine tuning for risk awareness and safety
parameters, further curriculum development, and improved
rewards are ongoing. Initial training of the neural net Φ had
approximately 12% error for calculated risk, 43 % error for
adaptation, and 24% error for future state. Further work is
being done to explore how to get more accurate adaption
parameters and collecting more human trials in order to
collect a more accurate future state.

V. FUTURE WORK

As this work is in progress, the initial policy will be trained
using additional information from human trials and deployed
in Phase 1 and 2. The current framework including control
input with collisions has been created and adapted in the
Trackmania environment in order to allow the policy. Initial
training is in progress. An ablation study of observations
and risk reward optimization will be performed in addition
to studying behavior under competitive behaviors (blocking,
edging, and risk change). Finally, the policy will be deployed
against real human opponents to evaluate what policy will
work.

In studying accuracy of simulated models, human bench-
marks to models will compared with analysis on performance
between variable risk thresholds and change in risk. Addi-
tionally, variable risk metrics will be compared alongside
variable methods for risk costs and models of human and
robot players. Benchmarks against similar robot MARL
techniques will race against the phase 2 policy with vi-
sual observation as input. A variety of base policies will
be deployed and benchmarked in order to ensure optimal
performance.

Lastly, rationality models will be explored to compare
performance of simplified single agent reward modeling as
opposed to dual agent reasoning. Additional policies will be
tested using with fine tuned rewards through hyper parameter
tuning with variable definitions of safety.
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